We are experts in safety and compliance and can provide you effective solutions for managing your hazardous materials.

### Chemical Inventory

- **Chemical Inventory collection** by experts using our state-of-the-art chemical inventory database. Service includes identifying and removing expired, harmful chemicals and attaching bar codes if desired. We can also import your existing inventory from a spreadsheet or database into our powerful software.

- **Regulated chemical identification** – leverage our database of over 7000 chemicals to determine chemicals which you need to be concerned with, such as OSHA carcinogens, controlled substances, reagents, etc.

### Safety and Security

- **Hazardous material storage** – we will help you comply with hazardous material storage requirements, including labeling, secondary containment, segregation, building and subdivision NFPA 704 placards.

- **Safety equipment assistance** – we will identify the needed safety equipment for chemical use areas.

- **Training** by experts in the safe handling of hazardous chemicals, biohazards, and radioactives. Also provide training on cleaning up spills, lasers, and many other topics.

### Planning, Permitting, Reporting

- **HMIS and HMBP** - Inventory statements, emergency response plans, training plans, facility and storage maps
  - Unidocs exporting (required of Palo Alto).

- **Hazard Communication Plans** – safety plans for chemicals used in “non-laboratory” environments.

- **Chemical Hygiene Plans** – safety plans for chemicals used in “laboratory” environments.

- **Emergency Action and Fire Prevention Plans** – evacuation and emergency response procedures tailored to your facility, operations, and hazards.

- **Environmental permits** – assistance with notifications and permits for waste water discharge and air.

### Hazardous Waste Management

- **Waste management** – evaluation of your hazardous wastes to determine legal and cost-effective management methods.

- **Waste minimization** – determination of ways to minimize hazardous waste to improve the environment and save your company money.

- **Waste reporting** – Biennial reports, SB14 Waste Minimization, EPA ID number assistance.

### Success Stories:

- We assisted an architectural firm hired to design a new University Chemistry Building. We provided essential hazard summary reports to the firm by importing existing inventories into our database. Our client benefited by timely and affordable services we provided by leveraging our existing database of over 7000 classified chemicals.

- We assisted a multinational pharmaceutical company with inventory hazard classification and Fire Code reports used by their architect to plan new chemical use and storage areas. We also determined the necessary NFPA placards based on the inventory.